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Today in luxury:

French exceptionalism? Bankers, billionaires balk at Macron's elitism

Perhaps only in France would a billionaire and one of the nation's most powerful bankers both publicly chastise the
president for neglecting ordinary people, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

A Tesla crackup foretold

Before we get to the looming Tesla funding crisis, let's notice that the Web still isn't living up to its reputation. Given
all the agencies and organizations dying to inform you about global warming, it's  almost maddening that one piece
of data is unavailable: how much of the global emissions "problem" is caused by cars and light trucks that
consumers buy, says the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

3 surprising qualities in luxury appliances and how Sub-Zero Group's brands meet them

People with money people who can enjoy all the luxuries that money can buy have a plethora of choices of how to
spend it, from luxury travel and dining, the clothes and jewelry they wear, the fashion accessories they carry and the
cars they drive. But the purchase consideration for these types of luxuries differs from those they make for their
homes, according to Forbes.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes

Small Luxury Hotels finds winning formula for rapid growth
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Small Luxury Hotels of the World (SLH) sees growth potential for its luxury hotel brands in Southeast Asia,
according to its chief executive Filip Boyen, per The Philippine Daily Inquirer.

Click here to read the entire article on The Philippine Daily Inquirer
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